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Your go-to video 
conferencing solution
for Microsoft Teams Rooms

Transform the modern workplace with Huddly & Lenovo
Designed for Microsoft Teams Rooms, the combination of Huddly’s edge-based AI 
cameras with Lenovo’s industry-leading Smart Office solutions ensure maximum 

collaboration and efficiency for remote workers all the way to large conference rooms.

Solutions for small meeting rooms

Solution 1
LENOVOHUDDMTR1 
Huddly IQ 
Lenovo ThinkSmart Hub
Lenovo ThinkSmart Bar 
(mic included)

Solutions for medium to large meeting rooms (8+ people)

Huddly IQ – enjoy a video experience with 150° wide-angle  
video, ground-breaking AI capabilities and Genius Framing.

Lenovo ThinkSmart Hub – a smart device to help start your 
meetings on time, manage cables, communicate via voice, 
chat in real-time and share control with the rotatable display.

Lenovo ThinkSmart Bar (mic included) – this soundbar with 
4 stereo speakers and noise cancellation ensures everyone is 
heard loud and clear during video conferences.

Huddly L1 - this AI collaboration camera provides instant,
responsive framing, and Full-HD video of everyone inthe room.

Lenovo ThinkSmart Core + Controller Kit - everything you need  
to create an immersive collaboration space – all in one box.

Lenovo ThinkSmart Bar (mic included) - this soundbar with  
4 stereo speakers and noise cancellation ensures everyone is 
heard loud and clear during video conferences.

Solution 4
LENOVOHUDDMTR4
Huddly L1 
ThinkSmart Core + Controller kit
Lenovo ThinkSmart Bar 
(mic included)

Huddly IQ – enjoy a video experience with 150° 
wide-angle video, ground-breaking AI capabilities
and Genius Framing.

Lenovo ThinkSmart Core + Controller Kit - everything you need 
to create an immersive collaboration space – all in one box.
Lenovo ThinkSmart Bar (mic included) - this soundbar with 
4 stereo speakers and noise cancellation ensures everyone is 
heard loud and clear during video conferences.

Solution 2
LENOVOHUDDMTR2 
Huddly IQ 
ThinkSmart Core + Controller Kit
Lenovo ThinkSmart Bar 
(mic included)

Huddly L1 – this AI collaboration camera provides instant,
responsive framing, and Full-HD video of everyone in the room.

Lenovo ThinkSmart Hub – a smart device to help start your 
meetings on time, manage cables, communicate via voice, 
chat in real-time and share control with  the rotatable display.

Lenovo ThinkSmart Bar (mic included) - this soundbar with  
4 stereo speakers and noise cancellation ensures everyone is 
heard loud and clear during video conferences.

Solution 3
LENOVOHUDDMTR3
Huddly L1 
Lenovo ThinkSmart Hub
Lenovo ThinkSmart Bar 
(mic included)

Discover more

Discover more

Discover more

Discover more

https://store.midwich.com/products/details/LENOVOHUDDMTR1
https://store.midwich.com/products/details/LENOVOHUDDMTR3
https://store.midwich.com/products/details/LENOVOHUDDMTR2
https://store.midwich.com/products/details/LENOVOHUDDMTR4


Why choose Huddly &
Lenovo for Microsoft Teams Rooms? 

Microsoft Teams Rooms are conference rooms 
designed for the hybrid team in the modern 
workspace. Using industry-leading video 
conferencing equipment from Huddly and Lenovo, 
team members both remote and in-office can 
connect and collaborate in real-time. 

These purpose-built hardware solutions for  
Microsoft Teams Rooms ensure simplified installation 
and management for flawless meeting experiences.  
With Huddly’s AI features, the award-winning 
cameras understand light conditions and 
automatically frame participants so everyone  
in the Microsoft Teams Room can be seen. 
Additionally, the Huddly L1 can capture data  
such as meeting room usage, occupancy and  
people count – ideal for the hybrid office.

Ensuring that everyone can be seen and heard perfectly 
during video conferences is key. With the Lenovo 
ThinkSmart Bar, ThinkSmart Hub and ThinkSmart Core 
+ Controller Kit, meetings couldn’t be more efficient. 
Lenovo’s ThinkSmart Hub allows users to start meetings 
on time, manage cables, communicate via voice, chat  
in real-time and share control with the rotatable display. 

Meanwhile, the ThinkSmart Core + Controller Kit allows 
users to easily initiate and control meetings and 
collaborate securely with remote colleagues.  
It includes a computer powered by 11th Gen Intel® Core™ 
vPro™ processors with Intel® Iris® Xe graphics and  
a controller with an anti-glare and anti-fingerprint 
coating 10-point touch HD display.

Plus, the ThinkSmart Hub is backed by Lenovo’s 
ThinkShield – the most comprehensive security solution 
on the market. Combining industry-leading secure 
hardware, services and processes, ThinkShield  
protects privacy and data, keeping collaboration  
in the Microsoft Teams Room secure.

For more information on Huddly & Lenovo collaboration 
solutions, contact our UC&C Team:  
ucc@midwich.com | 01379 649200

ucc@midwich.com

